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Abstract: Irish beef farms have experienced poor viability longitudinally, with industry and policy actors citing ‘crisis’ levels in 2013. A crucial differentiator between the beef sector and the dairy sector, which has higher farm incomes, is well-developed infrastructure of farmer-owned dairy processing and marketing co-operatives. To address the lack of representative farmer organisations and power imbalances in the beef supply chain, in 2016 the Department of Agriculture Food and the Marine (DAFM) legislated for the establishment of beef Producer Organisations (POs), facilitating beef producers to collectively strengthen their market positioning. While PO legislation is a significant development in potentially enabling supply chain integration of farmers, how the legislation is operationalised by Irish beef industry stakeholders will ultimately shape the nature and breadth of engagement with the PO model and, consequently, the impact of the legislation. In a context where there is little or no prior experience of such organisations in the beef sector, this paper presents an analysis of current stakeholder views in relation to the establishment of POs. Research involved a desk based review of the submissions made during the consultation period for the beef PO legislation and interviews with key informants in the Irish beef industry. We analysed Irish stakeholders’ views through the lens of lessons learned from the existing literature on how POs operate internationally. Results indicate some stakeholders’ perceptions of the need for a nationally coordinated approach in the establishment of an Association of POs, which concurs with the literature. However, stakeholders have not emphasised the benefits of Interbranch Organisations (IBOs), which involve vertical collaboration with other chain actors such as processors and retailers, an approach that has proven successful internationally. Nor have Irish stakeholders identified the potential of differentiating or premiumising beef products, which, according to international evidence, is necessary for improving profitability and farm-level incomes. Stakeholders identified the main threats to the future success of POs in Ireland as members’ lack of commitment and processors’ lack of willingness to engage with POs.
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1. Introduction

The Irish beef sector is Ireland’s largest agricultural sector with over 100,000 beef farms involved and in 2016 had a value of €6.92 billion [1]. It is a highly export oriented sector, exporting 90% of total output [1]. Despite the size and overall value of the sector, there is little or no profitability at farm-level [2–4]. For example, only 26.3% of beef farms were categorised as economically viable in 2016 [5]. Due to poor market returns, the beef sector is highly dependent on EU payments and off farm employment [5]. In comparison, the Irish dairy sector is the most profitable sector. While there are multiple explanatory factors explaining differences between the dairy and beef sectors, one of the significant differences relates to the institutional characteristics of their respective supply chains. Since the late 19th century, farmer owned co-operatives have formed an integral part of the Irish dairy sector and are considered vital to the stability and growth of the sector [6]. However, farmers remain largely unorganised in the beef sector with the notable exception of the co-operative ‘mart’ centres, primary functions of which are to provide a transparent method of selling livestock and securing payment [7]. The marts, by contrast to dairy sector co-operatives, undertake no processing activities and are not vertically integrated to the supply chain. Viability is defined as providing the average agricultural wage for family labour in addition to providing a 5% return on non-land assets [8].

The poor economic viability of beef farmers is often attributed to asymmetries of power within the beef supply chain, which have been described as favouring processors and retailers [9]. The Producer Organisation (PO) model has been offered as a vehicle to “rebalance the supply chain by strengthening the hand of producers” [10]. The PO is simply defined as “a legally constituted group of farmers” [11] and is intended to support farmers to integrate to the supply chain by creating scale and collective bargaining power [12,13].

Two events in 2013 combined to provide the catalyst for the introduction of beef PO legislation in Ireland. Firstly, at the EU level, the Common Market Organisation (CMO) EU Regulation 1308/2013 extended legal recognition of POs to all production sectors at the discretion of individual member states. Secondly, there was official recognition of a ‘beef crisis’ in Ireland because of low prices paid to beef farmers. The ‘crisis’ was attributed to a number of factors including production driven systems; export blockades; power imbalances within the chain; poor flow of information across the chain; the horsemeat scandal; and processors’ cattle specifications (weight targets and carcass conformation). Lack of transparency and communication between different actors in the chain generated mistrust and suspicions of profiteering further down the chain ([9], p. 21). A ‘Beef Forum’ was initiated by the DAFM in April 2014 to respond to these issues and involved essentially a series of roundtable talks involving industry stakeholders to identify potential solutions. The Dowling Report was the main outcome of the forum, which recommended that the role of POs be examined as a strategy to deal with power imbalances in the supply chain [14]. The implementation of beef PO legislation allows beef farmers to negotiate collectively with meat factories without breaching competition rules (under certain conditions) [14,15]. While PO legislation can is a significant development in potentially enabling supply chain integration of farmers, how the legislation is operationalised by Irish beef industry stakeholders will ultimately shape the nature and breadth of engagement with the PO model and, consequently, the impact of the legislation. POs were first introduced in the EU in 1972 [16] and organised mostly in the fruit and vegetable sector. PO legislation was extended to the dairy sector in 2011 and to all sectors in 2013.

Following an overview of the Irish beef sector and a review of state of the art in the formation and operation of POs, this paper presents a straightforward analysis of current perspectives and future prospects for the establishment of beef POs in Ireland. The analysis is based on qualitative interviews undertaken with key informants in the Irish beef industry in 2016 and 2017 and the full collection of stakeholder submissions made to the DAFM during the 2014 beef PO legislation public consultation process. Following the topics used by DAFM in eliciting stakeholders’ views in a public consultation process, we focus on: stakeholders’ views on how POs should be formed and operated: the size (membership/throughput) that POs ought to be; the structures and governance appropriate for POs;
the main functions (marketing, on-farm efficiencies, climate change mitigation \textit{inter alia}) POs ought to assume; and the nature of POs’ roles in contractual negotiations. We discuss Irish stakeholders’ views through the lens of lessons learned from the existing literature on how POs operate internationally. After a brief description of the Irish beef sector in section two, we review the international literature on POs and associated cooperative structures in section three. We then present our methods, findings and discussion in sections four, five and six.

2. Context

2.1. The Irish Beef Sector

Over 500,000 tonnes of beef are produced annually in Ireland, with over 90% exported on an annual basis. Ireland’s beef self-sufficiency rate is estimated at 650% and therefore the sector is highly reliant on exports [1]. The Irish beef supply chain is characterised by a diverse range of actors spanning input-suppliers, farmers, multiple animal sales outlets, processing, distribution and retailing outlets. The Irish beef supply chain is characterised by heterogeneity of beef production systems at farm-level (for example cattle rearing, cattle finishing), types of beef animals (ranging from suckler cows, calves, heifers, young cattle, bulls and steers) and breed varieties [17–19].

In Ireland there are 32 major export-approved privately owned slaughtering facilities and 195 low-volume slaughterhouses [20]. Four main processors, however, account for the largest proportion of Irish beef (65% in 2015) [9]. In the context of such consolidation in the Irish meat processing sector there have been unsubstantiated claims of ‘price fixing’ and ‘cartels’ [21,22]. The value of Irish beef output, for the purposes of national policies such as Food Wise 2025, is measured on the basis of prices paid to farmers. Thus, considering policy targets to increase the value of Irish beef output by 20% by 2025, prices paid to farmers is a chief concern. While efforts through Ireland’s food marketing board (Bord Bia) can attempt to improve the marketability of Irish beef in international markets, the ultimate determinant of prices paid for 65% of Irish beef output is at the discretion of four private companies. In this context, the importance of balancing power in the supply chain between processors and farmers in particular becomes apparent.

While the vast majority of processing in the dairy sector is undertaken by farmer-owned co-operatives, no co-operatives have processing functions in the beef sector. Mart cooperatives, however, are common in the beef sector and are present nationwide. There is, however, a well-established network of marts for a half a century in Ireland, having replaced livestock fairs, which had been in place for seven centuries before [23]. The Irish Co-operative Organisation Society (ICOS) reports that there are currently over 60 co-operative marts in Ireland, which have the primary function of providing a ‘transparent method of selling and guaranteeing payment for livestock’ [7].

In addition to mart co-operatives, there are over 40 breed societies that operate as co-operatives [7]. Research examining mart co-operatives in Ireland found that most are loss making and require diversification [23]. Non-mart activities, such as real estate, were found to account for 90–100% of marts engaged in diversified activities, including the four largest Irish mart co-operatives ([23], p. 13). Differentiating between horizontal and vertical integration, analysis of interviews conducted with senior executives of marts found that they preferred horizontal integration by merger rather than vertical cooperation with retailers and processors. However, interviewees foresaw that board members of individual marts were unlikely to agree to horizontal merger [23]. The authors’ analysis found that vertical integration, by undertaking downstream activities such as processing, was not favoured by marts, though no specific reason for this was identified. The most desirable strategy among senior executives was diversification of marts into other areas (real estate, retailing agricultural supplies), which has accelerated over the past two decades. Consistent with these 2002 predictions, no cooperative mart organisation undertakes processing activities today. In this context, the differences between current mart organisations (which have diversified into non-supply chain areas) and the activities of POs (which integrate to have a greater presence in the supply chain) are apparent. However, if
mart organisations were to diversify to undertake vertical cooperation activities in the supply chain, they would be comparable to POs. A highly favourable feature of marts as cooperatives is that they already have strong farmer memberships, which makes them suitable organisations for deepening their involvement in the supply chain and registering and functioning as POs.

2.2. Producer Organisations

Power imbalances in the beef supply chain, identified as largely responsible for the loss-making status of Irish beef farms, go largely unaddressed by current institutional conditions in Ireland [9,24]. It is in this context that POs were proposed as an organisational method to disrupt and rebalance negotiating power between producers and processors. POs are legal entities, governed by EU regulation 1308/2013 and facilitate the types of horizontal and vertical integration strategies analysed by other authors in the context of the Irish mart cooperative system [23]. POs are not confined to agriculture and also operate in the fisheries sector, where there are currently over 200 POs operating EU-wide, governed separately by EU regulation 1419/2013. However, policy recognition and support of POs across the various agriculture and aquaculture sectors is driven by the same goals, as described by the European Commission,

“Producer organisations (whether or not organised in the form of co-operatives) and their associations are important players which contribute to strengthening the position of farmers and growers in the food supply chain versus other downstream actors by carrying out a wide array of activities on behalf of their members. By working more closely, producers will be able to achieve economics of scales and synergies to process and market the products of their members.” [25]

While there are over 22,000 agricultural co-operatives operating across the EU [26], the presence of formally recognised POs tends to vary across countries and sectors [13]. Approximately half of the value of all marketable vegetables and fruit produced in the EU is marketed through legally recognised POs ([27], p. 6) and in Ireland 20% of fruit and vegetables are marketed through recognised POs [28]. POs in the EU operate across a range of sectors including: cereals, sugar, pork, sheep meat, fruits and vegetables, olive oil, dairy, wine and beef, although the majority have tended to operate in the fruit and vegetable sector in the most part because fruit and vegetable POs were among the first to be legislated for [29]. Member states must mandatorily recognise POs if they meet sector-specific recognition criteria for the following sectors: fruit and vegetables, olive oil and table olives, silkworm, hops, milk and milk products’ [25]. There is a lack of EU-level data on the number of POs operating EU-wide and following a study of IBOs [30] a study has been recently commissioned by the EU to profile POs and to present an ‘analysis of the best ways for producer organisations (POs) to be formed, carry out their activities and be supported’ [31].

POs, according to a requirement of Article 152 of the CMO regulation, must be established on the initiative of producers and controlled by them. In addition, POs should undertake at least one of the following activities (Table 1):

**Table 1. Activities of Producer Organisations.**

| (i)  | joint processing; |
| (ii) | joint distribution, including by joint selling platforms or joint transportation; |
| (iii) | joint packaging, labelling or promotion; (iv) joint organising of quality control; |
| (iv)  | joint use of equipment or storage facilities; |
| (v)   | joint management of waste directly related to the production; (vii) joint procurement of inputs; |
| (vi)  | any other joint service activities pursuing one of the objectives listed in point (c) of this paragraph * |

EU CMO Regulation 1308/2013, Article 152 (29 December 2017). * Paragraph (c) of EU CMO Regulation 1308/2013, Article 152 (29 December 2017).

Benefits arising from POs for producers are identified in the literature, including the strengthening of farmers’ bargaining power upstream and downstream; decreasing risk; facilitating access to new
markets; higher incomes; improved social cohesion, partnership and trust, among others ([29], pp. 4–5). Policy benefits for farmers arising from the establishment of POs include research and development supports specific to sector (European Commission, 2018); funding supports through the EAFRD (e.g., Article 27 of EU Rural Development Regulation (1305/2013); certain exemptions from competition rules; and, specifically, the creation of favourable rules where products differentiated according to PGI (see Articles 150 & 172 of CMO Regulation 1308/2013) [25]).

2.3. Associations of POs and Interbranch Organisations

EU regulations that govern the operation of POs also provide for the establishment of Associations of POs (APOs), which are formal collaborative associations of multiple POs horizontally. Furthermore, vertical collaborations between different actors in the supply chain, take the form of Interbranch Organisations (IBOs) (Article 157 of EU Regulation 1308/2013). Articles 32 and 33 of Regulation 2017/892 regulate Transnational POs and Transnational Associations of POs, supporting cooperation across international boundaries. All such national and international collaborations between individual POs are especially critical for their success, mainly because of the difficulties experienced otherwise in achieving scale and sufficient representativeness of farmers (and volume of product) in the marketplace [25]. However, while individual, independent POs cooperating via federated-type structures may maintain aspects of their flexibility and autonomy [32], it is important to note that while the economic performance of a PO may be positively correlated with its size, ‘larger POs could also be associated with structural complexity and reduced flexibility’ [29].

In this context, IBOs are ‘vertically integrated organisations which comprise producers and at least one member of the processing or trading part of the supply chain,’ with the primary aim of providing ‘a means of allowing dialogue between actors in the supply chain and in promoting best practices and market transparency’ [11]. IBOs are particularly crucial for the success of POs and currently, there are 128 IBOs operating in the agriculture sector EU-wide. Ten of these are categorised as beef and veal POs [25]. For example, the Provacuno IBO represents 85% of Spain’s beef industry (542,000 tonnes annually, comparable to Ireland’s annual beef production) and produces, processes and markets Beef from Spain. The Provacuno IBO has a membership of five regionally organised beef farmer-owned POs, each with their individual brand and six processors and trading partners [33]. Coordinating collaboration between POs and between POs and processors, the IBO undertakes functions such as ‘defending the interests of the beef industry from production, throughout processing to trading’ and ‘preserving the functional efficiency of the beef value chain’ [33].

While there are numerous examples of POs, APOs and IBOs operating in various sectors across Europe, it is also the case that concerns are cited in the literature. Previous research shows that the promotion of co-operation through POs tends to over-focus on supply related issues without due consideration for demand related problems ([16], p. 51). Where POs are limited in size and alternatives buyers for members’ produce exist, POs are vulnerable to pressure placed on them by buyers [16]. POs vary in form depending on the institutional context and product, which results in diverse activities, economic dimensions, legal status and internal structures ([34], p. 259). Critically, however, POs should be set up on the initiative of producers and should aim to increase the economic performance of members by tailoring production and sales to market demand [13,35]. Policy promotion of POs highlights the benefits gained by farmers as a result of working together to improve efficiency and consolidate supply [16]. Ownership and decision-making are, however, at the discretion of the membership. Typically, POs are organised as agricultural co-operatives and the co-operative model represents one of the main legal entities recognised as suitable for a PO under the EU PO Regulations. Co-operatives are flexible, adaptable business models [36,37] and are user-owned, user-controlled and user-benefit organisations, making them appealing structures for the establishment of POs [35,38]. Internationally, the literature indicates that the existence of social capital, particularly trust between producers as a result of informal co-operation, is a significant factor in positively influencing the decision to join or establish a PO [25,35].
Where IBOs are concerned, interviews with key informants in Ireland indicated difficulties experienced by IBO members, particularly primary producers [39]. Retailers can dominate how IBOs operate, particularly in relation to stipulating to producers’ production processes as well as product standards and characteristics [27]. Key informants in Ireland had the view that IBOs are facilitating an ongoing shift in monitoring responsibilities of production and product standards away from statutory agencies to private retail conglomerates driven by corporate mandates [39]. POs have been heretofore specific to the horticulture sector in Ireland, with a tomatoes/cucumber/peppers PO and a mushroom PO operating in 2018 (a strawberry PO has recently ceased operating). According to interviews conducted by POs could experience difficulties in competing with vastly larger POs/companies operating in other European and non-European countries; difficulties in operating in accordance with EU schemes; and internal cooperation-related difficulties [39]. Key informants highlighted the need for an effective regulatory framework that governs the production standards and operation of members.

Insufficiently regulative modus operandi was identified as representing serious threats to the operation of POs. ‘Trust’ between members was insufficient for regulating POs, in their views ([39], p. 11). A characteristic of Irish horticultural growers in particular is that they can wish to retain their direct association with their product in relationships with retailers/purchasers [27, 39]. For producers with established marketing arrangements with retailers/purchasers, joining a PO entailed the replacement of such arrangements with contracts between the PO and the retailer/purchaser, thus breaking the pre-existing direct link [39]. The experiences of Irish fruit and vegetable POs provide cautionary lessons in relation to the need for POs to be flexible in maintaining linkages between producers and products in a marketplace where proximity between producers and consumers is increasingly sought after [40, 41].

Revealing the intricacies of coordinated beef production and marketing, previous research presents a study of US beef co-operative and the nature of contractual arrangements between the co-operative, processors and retailers [42, 43]. The authors found that a beef cooperative’s integration to a values-based supply chain (VBSC) involving contractual arrangements vertically between across-chain actors (e.g., the co-operative, processors and retailers) led to enhanced trust, transparency and profits for all chain partners. VBSCs are characterised by commitments and contractual arrangements between chain actors, supporting fair distribution of profits and business agreements of appropriate extended duration [44, 45]. Furthermore, VBSCs produce differentiated, premium products which embody social, cultural and economic values and, typically, credence attributes such as organic, high animal welfare or hormone-free.) By co-ordinating elements such as forecasting production volumes 18 months in advance and setting prices to reflect costs accumulated across the chain (e.g., those at farm-level, processing level and distribution level) has allowed for appropriate sustainable pricing planning, which incorporates a profit margin for all chain partners. The VBSC that takes the study’s focus is similar in structure to an IBO.

2.4. Adding Value

There is a direct association between POs and the pursuit of high valued-added markets. PO legislation provides specifically for products differentiated according to PGI, for instance (Articles 150 & 172 of EC Regulation 1308/2013; European Commission, 2018). Authors argue that POs tend to be more successful when they pursue higher value-added markets rather than undifferentiated commodity markets [46, 47]. Authors [48] suggest that to pursue higher value-added markets, producers need to focus on quality-enhancing attributes that are difficult to replicate [49]. By enhancing product quality, not only are producers enabled to command premium prices but also they can compete on quality and not solely on the price ‘race-to-the-bottom’ generally associated with the commodity markets. Because most agricultural commodity prices are dictated by global supply and demand, it is crucial that POs have the ability to innovate and add value to ensure the long-term viability and sustainability of farmers ([50], p. 17).
The distinction between value and volume of produce is a recurring theme in agricultural development debates. At farm-level, arguments that increases in scale are positively associated with improvements in farm viability are tenuous at best. A recent Irish study of the beef sector found that there are few, if any, economic returns from increasing the scale of beef farms [51]. On the other hand, increasing attention is paid to the economic potential arising from adding value to produce rather than increasing its volume [41]. Quality attributes are increasingly sought after by consumers and in this context policy-oriented documents promote the production of food “that is demonstrably superior from multiple (quality, safety, health and environment) perspectives” ([52], p. 39, [53,54]). Ireland’s policy Food Wise2025 explicitly emphasises the need to build on increasing economic returns over volume and targeting higher value-added markets as a means of increasing economic returns at farm level ([55], p. 35).

Marketing differentiated farm produce through Short Food Supply Chains (SFSCs) (characterised by enhanced proximity between consumers and producers) is identified by EU policy as an area of development opportunity because of ‘high consumer expectations (e.g., traceability, food safety/health, animal welfare, environment protection) coupled with high EU standards offers opportunities for high-value markets’ ([27], p. 8). Approximately 15% of EU farms sell more than half of their produce directly to consumers and most of these are smaller farms (between 1 and 8 Economic Size Units, ESUs) ([27], p. 8). Integration of farms to SFSCs varies across the EU, ranging from an estimated 4% in Ireland [56] and less than 5% in Malta, Austria and Spain to 21% in France and 25% in Greece ([27], p. 8). Half of French farmers producing vegetables and honey are integrated to SFSCs, selling directly to consumers [27].

Acquisition of officially recognised unique status for food products is an approach used EU-wide to add value. The EC officially recognises products with proven protected designation of origin (PDO), protected geographical indication (PGI) and traditional specialities guaranteed (TSG). While in Ireland, there are just seven registered PGI/PDO products, one of which is a fresh meat (lamb) product, there are currently 163 registered PDO/PGI/TSG products under the category of ‘fresh meat and offal’ Europe-wide (11% of all designated products registered) [57]. In Spain, for instance, almost 6% of beef marketed through the Provacuno IBO has PGI designation and 3% is marketed as organic [33]. An effort was made in the past to have grass-fed Irish beef recognised as having unique designation, which was unsuccessful. However, that is not to say that designation of more specific Irish beef products is not possible and the establishment of co-operatives to market PGI meat products is an area of potential identified [7], though previous research describes the support of groups aiming to pursue PGI designation in Ireland as largely unfavourable [58]. Differentiating Irish produce, particularly meat (one of Ireland’s largest agricultural sectors), represents untapped potential in an evolving market where quality attributes are increasingly sought after by consumers [27,41,59].

That Ireland is ‘green’ and ‘small not multinational’ is a valuable market differentiator according to marketing experts but some Irish industry actors can be unaware of the strategic value of this differentiator ([53] personal communication). Notwithstanding this, Quality Assurance (QA) accreditation has formed an instrumental strategy in promoting Irish beef produce worldwide [60]. The QA scheme operated by Bord Bia verifies that beef and other products, are produced sustainably on certified farms and adhere to elements of food safety, animal welfare, traceability and environmental protection at production level [60]. The ‘Sustainable Beef and Lamb Assurance Scheme’ (SBLAS) counts 52,000 beef farmers as participants [61]. The Origin Green scheme is also of growing importance in the marketing of Irish Produce. The Origin Green sustainability report for 2016 ([62], p. 14) confirms that since 2011, 117,000 carbon assessments have taken place on over 49,000 participating Irish beef farms. Nearly all beef produced in Ireland (95%) is accredited through the scheme as well as 85% of all dairy products [62]. Representing the 15,000 Irish dairy farmers participating in the Origin Green initiative are some private, typically small scale, dairy processing companies; and several large farmer-owned cooperatives such as Glanbia, Lakeland Dairies, Aurivo and Carbery. By contrast, Origin Green represents just one beef farmer who sells directly to the market. The remaining members selling beef are large privately owned processors, with no beef farmer-owned co-operative or representative
organisation [63]. Furthermore, in a review of Origin Green, the authors observe, ‘Much of the marketing of Origin Green relates to biodiversity and the image of high nature value (HNV) farmers in places like the Burren and in our many upland areas yet the Origin Green itself does nothing to provide additional financial support to these exemplar farmers’ ([64], p. 9). It was found that while sustainability gains have been achieved by the initiative, ‘green washing’ must be avoided ([64], p. 5).

The smaller and more extensive farms have been recently studied [65]. Adding credence to the ‘clean, green image’ and visual aesthetic provided in particular by extensive beef and sheep farms in the Irish countryside, a recent survey of smaller farms (56% of total farmland) undertaken by Teagasc’s National Farm Survey (NFS) found that nitrogen and phosphorous balances on a per hectare basis are lower on smaller farms than larger farms, smaller farm systems are low-input; and on smaller farms a high proportion of grass is used in animal diets [65]. Per hectare, smaller farms emit fewer greenhouse gas emissions but this is dependent on their low level of (meat) output [65]. These attributes, together with the inter-generational heritage of Irish family farms and their close human-ecological relationships, provide highly valuable attributes for the development of a strong farmer-owned Irish beef brand [40,66]. That such a brand is farmer-owned is a necessary characteristic for recognition as a genuine SFSC [40]. Clearly, it is neither possible nor desirable for many small beef farmers to develop such a brand individually and collective action is recognised internationally as a solution in this context [32,40].

While there are several beef POs in the EU and many add value to at least a proportion of their produce, in the United States, there is a particularly luminary example of a beef cooperative, similar in function to a PO, that markets beef products with the same differentiating characteristics as Irish grass-fed beef currently marketed in the US. The cooperative was integrated to a VBSC, which is consistent with the structure and objectives of POs and APOs but IBOs in particular. The study of the US beef co-operative showed how integration to a VBSC with chain partners (processors and retailers) led to enhanced trust and transparency between chain partners [42]. Also, producing premium beef products and setting prices based on cost of production (to cover costs at all levels of the chain led to fairer distribution of economic returns for chain partners. The catalyst for farmers’ formation of a cooperative and integration to a VBSC was increasingly poor farm-level economic viability. A small number of ranchers recognised potential to market their beef as a premium product, differentiated according to a few main attributes: a co-operative of ‘local’ (initially one state) ranch families; producing rancher-owned ‘birth to box’ ‘natural’ beef, that is, pasture raised without ingestion of antibiotics, hormones or artificial ingredients. The farmers increased their viability significantly and today the cooperative, originally established in 1986, has a membership of 60 ranchers [42].

3. Materials and Methods

Permission from DAFM was sought and subsequently granted to the authors to access all submissions made to DAFM during its 2014 consultation process regarding the introduction of PO legislation. The methodology used in this study relied on content analysis of all fourteen submissions made to the DAFM by Irish beef industry stakeholders (see Table 2); and additional expert interviews (14) conducted with key informants in the Irish beef sector in 2016 (see Table 2). Representatives of current beef producer groups (7) and representatives of meat processors (3) were interviewed. Other interviewees (4) were selected based on their associations with agricultural policy and legislation development; the meat-processing sector; the co-operative sector; and food marketing. It is important to note that producer groups, which may be registered as private companies or cooperatives, are different to POs because they are not recognised by dedicated legislation.
Table 2. Stakeholder submissions and interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Submissions (14)</th>
<th>Stakeholder Interviews (14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farmer representative groups (5)</td>
<td>DAFM (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current producer groups—various sectors (3)</td>
<td>Representatives of current beef groups (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensions agents (1)</td>
<td>Representatives of meat processors (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector associations and representatives (4)</td>
<td>Co-operative body (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory body (1)</td>
<td>National Food Board (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meat processing association (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ data.

A semi-structured interview approach was adopted, using open-ended questions to ascertain participants’ views in relation to the potential of beef POs, their structure, governance, role and remit. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. The transcripts together with the written submissions to DAFM were analysed thematically. Thematic analysis utilises a systematic approach involving identifying and coding key themes arising in the data [67,68]. Themes that arose during analysis largely corresponded to the questions asked during the DAFM PO consultation process (see Table 3).

Table 3. DAFM’s Consultation Questions.

1. What should be the minimum number of members in a PO? Should there also be an upper limit fixed on the number of members involved?

2. What are your views on the structure and governance of producer organisations? This includes commercial entities versus non-commercial groups, leadership structures, boards of directors, governance etc.

3. What do you see as the main role of producer organisations (see Article 152)? Should they have a particular focus on for example, Research and Development at farm level, initiatives in the field of marketing and promotion, focus on on-farm efficiencies, progress sustainable farming techniques, climate change mitigation and other aims set down in Regulation 1308/2013 Article 152?

4. Do you see a role for POs becoming involved in contractual negotiations between producers and processors?

Source: DAFM (2014).

There are some limitations to this research. The research is limited to an analysis of stakeholders’ submissions to DAFM and 14 interviews. Conducting a survey of Irish beef farmers to gain insights to their awareness of and views about beef POs was beyond the resources of this research project. However, while the number of submissions submitted to DAFM’s consultation is low and represents a self-selecting cohort, the number and content of the submissions is also indicative of the breadth and nature of Irish stakeholders’ current interests in POs. The selection of interviewees was conducted purposively as a method of verifying the information contained in the submissions, gauging the representativeness of the views presented therein. There was overall consistency between the views presented in the submissions and the views elicited in the interviews, with no significant divergences.

4. Findings


This section presents the analysis of findings from the submissions and interviews. The findings are presented under the headings used to structure the DAFM submissions including the size of POs;
their structure and governance; their role and more specifically their role in contractual negotiations (Table 3).

There were varying views among stakeholders in relation to the number of members a PO ought to have. While two submissions suggested there should be no minimum membership, others suggested specific minimum membership numbers (ranging from as low as 2 to as high as 50 members and others suggested there should be no upper limit on membership as long as the organisation remained representative and in the control of members. Other stakeholders suggested that thresholds of output would be a more appropriate approach to determine size than numbers of members. One submission, for example, proposed that it should be based on “tonnage or volume produced rather than the number of members.” A representative of an existing beef producer group highlighted that market share was a more substantive way of determining the appropriate threshold for membership and output of a beef PO stating:

“If [a] group want to set up they need to have at least 25% of the market share in order to kick start it . . . in order to have some clout.”

However, one submission highlighted that, considering only 10% of Irish beef is consumed domestically, one PO could potentially satisfy total domestic consumption and still account for less than 15% of national production. Additionally, there were no references in the submissions to production thresholds of APOs or IBOs, possibly indicating a lack of awareness.

4.2. Structure and Governance

Most of the submissions stated that POs should function as commercial entities while other submissions believed that “It should be agreed by the farmers involved.” The co-operative model was acknowledged as the most suitable organisational structure for PO’s by both submissions (7) and interviewees The co-operative is recognised as a familiar and readily adaptable component of the institutional framework of Irish agriculture, with one interviewee presenting it as “the best and most appropriate form that would provide the leadership structures, board of directors, governance and democratic accountability to PO members”.

One producer group representative interviewed had the view that, if farmers had a say all the time, it could make negotiations with their partnering processors laborious. It was also suggested in one submission that professionals in marketing, distribution and co-ordination should be contracted by POs if needed but “a non-executive farmer/producer/manager could provide day to day running of the group under the authority of the committee with secretarial assistance”.

The issue of the geographic representativeness of POs was also questioned, with one submission noting that:

“Certain geographic parameters should be set for POs to avoid disparate combination of PO members (spread across the country) which would make effective operation and cohesion of the group more difficult.”

The need for a clearly defined set of rules emerged strongly from the findings as being pivotal to ensure group commitment, trust, cohesion and loyalty:

“Clarity needed on whether or not members of a PO can negotiate individual deals while also at the same time being a member of a PO which is involved in negotiations on behalf of a group of suppliers, regarding a defined supply of cattle . . . there should also be rules in relation to the minimum period of membership to ensure that the structural validity of the PO is not compromised.”

One existing beef producer group representative pointed out that processors represent one potential barrier to PO development, yet farmers also could potentially undermine the model through lack of commitment:
“You know either the meat factories will break it up, or they (farmers) will break it up themselves by not really adhering to it.”

There is a view that, even if processors do engage, POs could be destabilised by processors offering some members premiums:

“It’s going to be very easy to undermine a beef producer group because of a factory deciding . . . to offer one or two of the group an extra 10 cents a kilo and that’s all it will take . . . holding the group together is going to be very difficult . . . especially because it’s in a start-up phase.”

There are also views that while the aim of POs is to bring smaller producers together to create economies of scale and enhance bargaining power, there is a chance that bigger producers may in fact benefit more. Such unintended consequences have transpired in other sectors, for example, in the Irish mushroom industry, where the number of smaller suppliers (producing non-differentiated commodity products) declined while the larger suppliers continued to grow due to their ability to increase in scale and to maintain and meet buyers growing demands. This led to consolidation within the mushroom industry.

Existing Vehicles for PO Development

There was recognition in the submissions and interviews that pre-existing networks, most particularly discussion groups (including those supported/established under the Beef Technology Adoption Programme (BTAP). The BTAP funds beef farmers to come together for group discussion in areas such as financial management, grassland management, herd health, animal breeding/welfare and producing animals to market specifications. The scheme has now been replaced by Knowledge Transfer (KT) Groups, which could provide a forum for establishing POs:

“POs offer the potential for horizontal co-operation between farmer members of POs and also vertical co-operation between POs, marts and processors. The horizontal co-operation could potentially be harnessed through the existing BTAP discussion group infrastructure as a preliminary conduit.”

Currently, POs can avail of up to €3000 worth of advisory services from the Rural Development Programme (RDP) to aid their development [69]. However, policy-driven and funding-led incentives were observed as having potentially negative implications. One producer group representative, for example, observed that financial incentives offered to farmers to become involved in discussion groups led to opportunistic behaviour and negatively impacted the dynamic of pre-existing discussion groups:

“We had working discussion groups already and then a scheme came out to try and encourage people and you got a very, very diverse range of people joining those discussion groups from people with loads of ability to people with no ability at all in the one group. The same thing . . . could potentially happen with these POs . . . everybody will sign up to them . . . what criteria do you set for joining them, how do you manage it, what are the requirements for being in it . . . producer groups that came about organically, came about because a desire already existed.”

The issue of beef POs potentially undermining the only co-operative structure, the mart structure, in the Irish beef sector also arose. Currently, the livestock marts provide an arena for selling cattle and ensuring payment. One stakeholder noted, “at the present time the amount of finished cattle being sold through marts has declined and could further decline if POs become established.” However, some submissions and interviews alluded to the potential of livestock marts and beef POs to operate collaboratively. It was suggested that livestock marts could, in fact, diversify to function as POs and could potentially organise into an IBO nationwide:

“One group of 30 farmers . . . will not hold sway and will not have the clout to create a group for themselves . . . they will have to be linked with [other groups]. It will have to be co-ordinated as one joint effort nationally.”
4.3. Roles of Producer Organisations

More than half (8) of all submissions stated that the main function of PO’s should be negotiating with processors on price. This perspective also emerged from interviewee narratives, with one stating:

“You can now negotiate on price whereas before you couldn’t . . . they [can] come together, try and hammer out a price because it’s now legal. If they tried to do that before the legislation, they could all be in court.”

Other submissions noted that there is scope for POs to undertake other roles identified in the EU regulation. One submission outlined that POs should not be “set up solely to focus on selling output”. Other aspects that emerged as fundamental included all year-round supply; on-farm efficiency; and adhering to and responding to market demands. Submissions (3) noted that there are already “a number of organisations such as Teagasc, Bord Bia etc. that have expertise and programs in [these] areas”.

Just two submissions identified the potential of POs in adding value to beef produce by using:

“Our world advantage of grass-based beef production and image . . . the national herd . . . currently consists of over 1 million suckler cows and their progeny constitutes the bulk of our marketable image of grass-fed Origin Green beef.”

The National Food Board representative concurred with this point noting that:

“If you are a very strong farmer owned PO but are not . . . offering what the consumer wants . . . if it’s not giving a significant advantage over what’s out there . . . it’s not going to be successful.”

Many of the current beef producer groups operate with some element of value added to their product, that is, breed based or organic. However, one beef producer group stated they their group had previously considered pursuing the added value route did not because it “involves a whole other layer of management. I mean there is a sales element to that and other expertise that we don’t have”. It was also noted by one producer group representative that in pursuing the premium markets there is a constant need to remain progressive in line with consumer demands:

“What we were providing within a few years became standard for the industry and now we need to look for the next differentiation.”

Therefore, POs taking a value-added approach need to be cognisant of not only changing consumer demands in value-added market segments and being more innovative but also focused on the challenges of maintaining premiumised differentiation from the output of commodity beef chains, where standards are continually being raised.

4.4. POs and Contractual Negotiations

While beef POs have multiple possible functions, the role most commonly identified by stakeholders related to the collective establishment of sales contracts between farmers and processors. By utilising sales contracting, both processors and farmers could reap the security and advantages of co-ordinating cattle supply that would meet market specifications at “the right . . . times of the year when they would be most in demand”. For processors to engage in sales contract negotiations with POs, it was stated by processors that they would need to see the ability of the PO to respond to market and industry demands, as well as consumer demands by supplying:

“A critical mass, a minimum number of people in a producer group and, as importantly, a minimum number of cattle and you’d need to see when they are going to come through. Because obviously seasonality plays a role, so you don’t want to . . . see them all coming in September for example. So, there would be quite a bit of work to be done to get the right mix within a group to match the market requirements.”
Just one submission stated that POs should partner with all chain ‘agents’ and have the power to “strengthen the ‘power’ of farmers (producers) in the supply chain relative to economic agents upstream and downstream from the farm gate”. IBOs, as well as POs, have been legislated for in Ireland and it is clear from myriad existing initiatives such as Origin Green that collaborative schemes and partnerships are already functioning in Irish and international markets between actors who choose to work together.

The submissions and interviews suggest that one of the biggest challenges for prospective POs is entering into agreements with processors. More than half of interviewees (8) held the pessimistic view that for as long as processors can access cattle supplies outside of POs, there will be little incentive to enter into negotiations for sales contracts. While one of the processors interviewed already works with producer groups, other processors were questioned on their openness to working with these new beef POs, with one stating

“We probably would be open to them but like . . . through the years we’d have a good relationship built up with farmers that are continuously supplying us . . . so we wouldn’t really see the need for a producer group because . . . in our opinion from what we would have seen in the past . . . is that all it would have led to is an extra cost really.”

Another processor stated that they could not commit to partnering with POs and entering into sales contracts as the market was constantly changing. While processors may not have seen the need to engage with such POs in the immediate term, however, many were not dismissing engagement as a future option. The market situation and cattle supply issues appear to be the main factors determining processor engagement.

The use of contracts was perceived as pivotal to the success of prospective beef POs but developing such contracts would require more market price transparency. While prices paid to producers are reported by the DAFM and retailer prices are reported, there is “no reporting of wholesale prices in the trade”. In the US, for example, beef trade prices are reported at the farmer, wholesale and retail level on a daily basis, which facilitates transparency and enables informed contracting.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

While PO legislation for Ireland’s beef sector is new, that is not to say that the country’s livestock sector and the emergence of collective action in particular has not been analysed in the literature longitudinally [22,70–73]. While a separate paper is required to assess lessons of the past for navigating current challenges, we are aware that much of what we report about the contemporary scene would, from a historical perspective, represent a case of ‘plus ça change, ne change rien’. While this is so, it is timely to reflect on whether features of agricultural cooperation of the 21st century offer a resilience strategy in what commentators describe as seriously threatening times for suckler farmers [74].

Legislation of the EU regulation in Ireland not only offers opportunities for the establishment of farmer-driven collective organisations of Irish beef farmers but for these organisations to collaborate with other segments of the chain, for example, processing and retailing. The ultimate goal of such endeavours would be for farmers to become ‘part owners’ of the supply chain and enhance their viability [75,76]. Existing supply chain relations, however, pose significant challenges for the development and growth of new beef POs. Challenges have been identified in media discussions of prospective beef POs in Ireland, citing challenges experienced by horticultural POs in the past. In the farming media, it has been reported that ‘POs could have the same transformative effective on the beef industry as the coops had in the dairy sector in the 1920s and 1930’ but ‘there will be resistance to a change in the status quo’ [77].

According to international evidence, PO legislation offers many potential functions and benefits to Irish beef farmers, including collective bargaining, joint promotion, co-ordinating and joint purchasing of inputs including equipment and storage and the joint management of waste directly related to the production of live cattle, for example, exporting slurry. Other benefits include increased incomes, creation of bargaining power, reduced risks and transaction costs due to increased scale, among
The tradition of the co-operative model in the dairy sector and grass roots movements including marts and discussion groups, provide a backdrop for the successful establishment of beef POs. The livestock mart system was identified in stakeholder submissions as having the potential to facilitate POs, or even Associations of POs, due to their co-operative structure and national reach. The potential roles of marts to engage and the practicalities of such arrangements require further exploration. Indeed, the horizontal and vertical forms of cooperation promoted by POs (and APOs) have been recommended measures to safeguard the viability of marts in particular for almost two decades [23]. Furthermore, discussion groups may provide a forum to stimulate the establishment of POs.

However, challenges to successful PO establishment and operation were also highlighted by interviewees and in submissions made to DAFM and interviews, specifically poor member commitment and processor engagement. In the context of Ireland’s successive beef ‘crises,’ the main goal associated with POs is a rebalancing of power in the supply chain and to improve the bargaining power of farmers in dealing with other chain actors, particularly processors. Stakeholders indicate that this will represent a major challenge. Many believe that only increased consumer demand for beef will make processors willing to engage with POs. Other stakeholders suggested that a sufficient proportion of beef output and farmers must be represented by POs because, otherwise, processors will not need to engage with POs. Such views are consistent with international experience, which highlights the need for POs to represent a critical proportion of total produce available in the market.

A nationally co-ordinated approach is favoured by some stakeholders, which would ideally require planning from the outset of the establishment of individual POs. Such a coordinated approach is taken internationally in the form Associations of Producer Organisations (APOs) and also Interbranch Organisations (IBOs), which include collaborative arrangements with other actors in the chain such as processors. Recently proposed EU legislation to protect primary producers in particular against unfair trading practices will serve to further enhance the collaborative arrangements between chain actors [78]. Furthermore, policy support of the ‘collaborative economy’ is another area of EU activity that should be considered in the context of creating imaginative ways of bringing consumers into contact with primary producers [79]. Examples such as ‘Crowd Cow’ in the United States is one such example. The literature indicates that a coordinated approach is a successful route for the development of POs, rather than fostering the establishment of individual, smaller and potentially competing POs. A similar federated model is advocated by the US ‘Agriculture of the Middle’ model [32,76,80], providing benefits of a local co-operative while linked horizontally to other co-operatives for solidarity and scale. Therefore, local identities and ownership, which are important attributes in the value-added market, are retained while operating in a co-ordinated national movement. The preservation of localised regional structures while also drawing support from horizontal and vertical forms of integration is likely to be important to livestock marts in particular [23].

While adding value to products is identified in the literature as enhancing profitability of POs and member farms, there was poor awareness in submissions and among interviewees. Some beef producer group representatives cited lack of expertise in sales and marketing as a reason for not adding value to their products. However, Irish beef (sold by processors) is already promoted by schemes such as Origin Green as differentiated according to sustainability attributes and beef branded as grass-fed is already considered a premium product in the market place. Attributes of smaller-scale Irish beef farms in particular, which are largely unprofitable yet attractive to consumers from socio-cultural and environment perspectives, could be valorised by using branding and marketing strategies on the part of a collective of farms. Smaller farms, those currently operating 56% of total Irish farmland, have particularly favourable characteristics [65,66].

Knowledge gaps were also evident throughout analysis. Interviewees such as representatives of current beef producer groups indicated that they knew little about the policy and many were unsure as to what it could offer them. While a nationally coordinated approach was referred to in submissions and interviews, there were no references to APOs or IBOs. IBO functions have clear application in the
Irish context and the absence of references to IBOs in stakeholder could conceivably at least partially be explained by the consultation process text drawing attention to a certain selection of Articles of the EU Regulation 1308/2013 (152–156 & 170, since repealed), which include Associations of Producer Organisations but make no reference to Interbranch Organisations.

Furthermore, the introduction of PO legislation has not received widespread media attention to date. This may change, however, with the implementation of two measures in 2018/2019 to support the establishment of POs, which provide advisory services to the value of €3000 to up to 100 individual groups. The advisory services will assist prospective POs to establish themselves legally and operationally, for instance in coordinating beef production. While the focus is currently on establishing individual POs, the longer-term vision for the establishment of APOs and IBOs must be maintained. A crucial lesson from international experience is that POs operating alone may languish. Furthermore, the establishment of individual POs may appear all the more attractive to beef farmers where supports and favourable contractual arrangements are from APOs and IBOs are available. Otherwise, if supports such as those provided by APOs and IBOs are likely to be unavailable, farmers may justifiably judge with scepticism the future sustainability of POs.
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